Abstract. In this paper, we study deformations of Brieskorn polynomials of two variables obtained by adding linear terms consisting of the conjugates of complex variables and prove that the deformed polynomial maps are generic maps in general. We then estimate the number of cusps appearing in such a deformation. As a corollary, we show that a deformation of a complex Morse singularity with real linear terms is a generic map in general and the number of cusps is 3.
Introduction
Let f : C 2 → C be a complex polynomial map of two variables (z, w) with isolated singularity at the origin and f t : C 2 → C, t ∈ [0, 1], be a family of polynomial maps such that f 0 = f , i.e., a deformation of f . A deformation of f decomposes the singularity of f at the origin into several smaller singularities, especially into complex Morse singularities for a generic choice of the deformation. Such a deformation is useful to understand the topology of the singularity of f at the origin. For example, from the deformations in [1, 2, 7, 8, 9] we can describe the Dynkin diagram of the singularity and obtain the monodromy matrix of its Milnor fibration explicitly.
In this paper, we regard f as a real polynomial map and study its deformation into generic maps. A smooth map f : R 4 → R 2 is called a generic map if it has only fold and cusp singularities. The set of generic maps is a dense subset of the set of smooth maps C ∞ (R 4 , R 2 ) equipped with Whitney topology. We say a deformation of f is linear if it is given in the form (1.1) f t (z, w) = f (z, w) + a 1 z + b 1 w + a 2z + b 2w , where a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 are analytic functions with variable t ∈ R which vanish at t = 0. The variablesz andw are the complex conjugates of z and w respectively, which are needed since we are studying real deformations.
Although it is well known that a complex linear deformation of f is generically a Morse function (cf. [5, 16] ), it is not known whether a "real" linear deformation is generically a generic map or not. In this paper, we focus on Brieskorn polynomials of two variables and, in the following theorem, we give an answer to this question for Brieskorn polynomials of form (1.1) with a 1 ≡ b 1 ≡ 0. Theorem 1.1. Let f (z, w) = z p + w q be a Brieskorn polynomial with p, q ≥ 2. If a, b ∈ C are generic then there exists a linear deformation f t (z, w) of f which consists of generic maps for t ∈ (0, 1] and satisfies f 1 (z, w) = f (z, w) + az + bw. This theorem is proved by using higher differentials of H. Levine in [13] , which give a criterion to determine if a smooth map is a generic map or not. Remark that it is very hard to apply this criterion to explicitly given polynomial maps. We could do it for the above restricted case, but it seems difficult to do it in general case without new idea.
Next, we observe the number of cusps of a generic map obtained as a linear deformation of f (z, w) = z p + w q in Theorem 1.1, whose existence is confirmed in that theorem. This is in the form z 2 + w 2 + az + bw up to translation of the coordinates and addition of a constant term. Therefore, Theorem 1.1 holds for "any" linear deformations. From Theorem 1.2, we can conclude that the number of cusps of "any" linear deformation of f (z, w) = z 2 + w 2 into a generic map is 3. Furthermore, in this case, we can explicitly describe the image of the set of singularities of the deformed map as follows. This curve is a simple closed 3-cuspidal curve as shown in Figure 1 . The map f t , t ∈ (0, 1], restricted to the set of singularities is injective and hence the number of cusps is 3. Figure 1 . The curve given by h(θ) = e 2iθ + 2e −iθ .
It is worth noting that the topological studies of broken Lefschetz fibrations, initiated by the works of Auroux-Donaldson-Katzarkov [3] and O.Saeki [15] , is related to our interest.
For example, the linear deformation in Theorem 1.4 appears in [10, Move 4 in p.292] as a typical move which produces a broken Lefschetz fibration. The observation in this paper shows concretely that such a linear deformation is really a generic map for a generic choice of the parameters.
In the recent work [4] of N. Dutertre and T. Fukui, they studied the number of singularities of stable maps under the assumption that the maps are locally trivial at infinity. Especially, it follows from their result that the numbers of cusps of stable maps from R 4 to R 2 are constant modulo 2 under the assumption. This phenomenon can be seen in examples given in the last section in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is for preliminaries. We briefly introduce the higher differentials of H. Levine in [13] in Section 2.1, and then explain how to use it in Section 2.2. This is the main technique in this paper, and the rest is full of hard calculation. We then prove Theorem 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 in Section 3, 4 and 5 respectively. In Section 6, we close the paper with a few examples of deformations and one conjecture.
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Preliminaries
2.1. Higher differentials. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map between an n X -dimensional manifold X and an n Y -dimensional manifold Y . Let j r f (p) denote the r-jet of f at p ∈ X and let J r (f ) : X → J r (X, Y ) be the map which maps p ∈ X to j r f (p), where J r (X, Y ) is the set of r-jets. Denote by df the induced map from T X to f −1 (T Y ) and df p = df |T p X for p ∈ X, where T X is the tangent bundle of X, T p X is the tangent space of X at p and f −1 (T Y ) is the vector bundle over X whose fiber at p ∈ X is T f (p) Y . In this section, we will introduce higher differentials of f according to [13] , by which we interpret the transversality of J 1 (f ) with S i (X, Y ) and of J 2 (f ) with S i,h (X, Y ), where
For the definition of S i,h (X, Y ), see [11] and also [6] . We define
Note that S 0 (f ) is the set of regular points of f and S(f ) = ∪ i≥1 S i (f ) is the set of singular points of f . For p ∈ X and q ∈ Y , let U and V be coordinate neighborhoods of p and q, respectively, such that f (U) ⊂ V . Since T X|U and T Y |V are trivial we can choose bases {u i } and {v j } of the sections of these restricted bundles. Let {u * i } and {v * j } be the associated dual bases
where , is the pairing of a vector space with its dual.
Let
Since df is linear on each fiber, there are smooth functions a ij , i = 1, . . . , n X , j = 1, . . . , n Y , such that
. Define L and G by the exactness of the sequence 0
The transversality of
Note that if p ∈ S i,0 (f ) then p is a regular point of f on S i (f ). Using local coordinates we can check that in a neighborhood of p the set S i (f ) is a submanifold of codimension (n X − k)(n Y − k). Let U denote the neighborhood of p. Define the vector bundle T on S i (f ) ∩ U by the exactness of the following sequence of the vector bundles on S i (f ) ∩ U:
We can prove that T is the tangent bundle to
The third differential is defined on the subset S i,h (f ). Assume that J 1 (f ) is transversal to S i (X, Y ). Define the vector bundles R and K on S i,h (f ) by the exact sequence
Since R is a subbundle of L we have the exact sequence
The maps in the second square are surjective. That implies that
is exact. Consequently, we can define the bundle R * ⊙ K such that the sequence
is exact, where γ is defined by the composition
Now, recall that we have the projection maps
Let {z 1 , . . . , z n X −k } be a part of a basis of sections in E over the neighborhood U of p such that {z j | S j (f ) ∩ U} is a basis for L|U ∩ S i (f ). We define
The following fact can be proved by calculating the differential of the jet map J 2 f : X → J 2 (X, Y ) and checking the transversal condition of J 2 (f ) with S i,h (X, Y ) (see [13] and [6] ).
Generic maps. Suppose that dim X = 4 and dim Y = 2. In this setting, a generic map is defined as follows. Definition 2.5. A smooth map f : X → Y is called a generic map if for each point p ∈ X, there exist local coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) centered at p such that f is locally described in one of the following form:
(
The point in case (1) is a regular point. The point in case (2) , (3) and (4) is called a definite fold, an indefinite fold and a cusp, respectively.
Generic maps actually exist "generically" in C ∞ (X, Y ) because of the following interpretation in terms of transversality. Let S
, which is the notation in [13] . Remark that this set is nothing but S 1,1 (X, Y ) in Section 2.1. 
The following proposition gives a criterion to determine if a singular point is a fold, a cusp, or none of them.
and p is a cusp of f if and only if
In the proofs of main theorems, we will explicitly calculate the higher differentials by choosing suitable basis. Let P = (Q, R) : R 4 → R 2 be a smooth map and p ∈ S 1 (P ). We may choose local coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) of R 4 at p and those of R 2 at P (p) such that grad Q(p) = (1, 0, 0, 0) and grad R(p) = (0, 0, 0, 0). We see that
is a basis of sections of T R 4 in the neighborhood of p. In this setting, dim L p = 3, dim G p = 1 and d 2 P p is represented by the matrix
Hence d 2 P p is surjective if and only if rank M = 3. We can check that the restriction
which is exactly the Hessian of R with variables (x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ). In particular, p ∈ S 1,1 (P ) if and only if rank H = 2.
If p ∈ S 1,1 (P ) and d 2 P p is surjective, by choosing suitable coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ), we may further assume that
Proof. For j = 2, 3, 4, we have dQ(ξ j ) = 0. Then dR(ξ j ) = 0 on S 1 (P ) in this coordinate neighborhood. Thus ξ j belongs to L. Since ∂Q ∂x 1 (p) = 1, they are independent in a small neighborhood of p.
Recall that
is a basis of L p . Since rank M = 3 we have
Hence T p is a one-dimensional space generated by
In the following, the pairing , is defined with respect to the basis
Proof. Since 
To prove the assertion, it enough to show that ξ 4 , da 42 = ξ 4 (ξ 4 (R)). According to the definition of a 42 we have a 42 = ξ 4 (R). Thus
). This is the equality which we want to have.
The map d
3 P p is surjective if and only if
Thus, in summary, we have the following criterion to check if a singularity is a fold, cusp or none of them.
Lemma 2.10. In the above setting, p ∈ S 1 (P ) is a fold if and only if rank H = 3 at p. It is a cusp if and only if rank M = 3, rank H = 2 and
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Throughout this section, for a function h : R n → R with variables x 1 , · · · , x n , we denote the partial differentials
We are studying polynomial maps of the form f (z, w) = z p + w q + az + bw. This polynomial has complex and complex-conjugate variables. Such a polynomial is called a mixed polynomial in [14] . Since the assertion in Theorem 1.1 is for generic a and b, we may assume that ab = 0. Let c 1 and c 2 be non-zero complex numbers satisfying c p 1 = ac 1 and c q 2 = bc 2 , respectively. By changing the coordinates as z = c 1 u and w = c 2 v and setting µ = ac 1 /(bc 2 ), we have
with p, q ≥ 2 and µ ∈ C \ {0}. The mixed polynomial f is a generic map in general if and only if P is. Hence hereafter we study the map P instead of f .
Remark 3.1. If P (u, v; µ) is a generic map then, by changing the radii of a and b with keeping their ratio, we can obtain a linear deformation f t (u, v) of f (u, v) consisting of generic maps with the same property for t ∈ (0, 1]. Hence to prove Theorem 1.1, it is enough to show that P (u, v; µ) is a generic map for a generic choice of µ.
Set Q(u, v; µ) and R(u, v; µ) to be the real and imaginary part of P (u, v; µ) respectively, i.e., P (u, v; µ) = Q(u, v; µ) + iR(u, v; µ). Set r 1 = |u|, θ 1 = arg u, r 2 = |v| and θ 2 = arg v, so that (r 1 , θ 1 , r 2 , θ 2 ) are regarded as the polar coordinates of C 2 . Since
we have
To simplify the notation, hereafter we may omit µ in brackets. For example, we denote
where κ is some integer.
where α is a complex number with |α| = 1. Substituting P (u, v; µ) = µ(u p +ū) + v q +v and taking their conjugates, we have The first equation in the assertion follows by taking the absolute values of these equations, and the second one follows by eliminating α and checking the arguments. Now we calculate the gradient of the real part Q at a singular point
We set
Proof. By Lemma 3.2,
The equations for k 2 , k 3 and k 4 are obtained similarly. 
where κ is the integer given in Lemma 3.2.
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemma 3.2 and the defining equations of Θ i 's.
3.1. Fold singularities in case k 1 = 0. In this subsection, we always assume that k 1 = 0. The case k 1 = 0 will be studied later.
Its determinant is
Proof.
, we havê
and taking partial differentiation again, we havê
Thus we obtain the Hessian. The calculation of the determinant is straightforward.
Now we calculate the Hessian ofR at a singular point z 0 = (u 0 , v 0 ) of P . We first determine the value s which we used in the above change of coordinates.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.4,
The other values B(z 0 ), C(z 0 ), D(z 0 ), E(z 0 ) and F (z 0 ) can be obtained by similar calculation.
Proposition 3.9. At a singular point z 0 = (u 0 , v 0 ) of P with k 1 = 0, the determinant of the Hessian H(z 0 ) is given by
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.8 and the first equation in Lemma 3.2 we have
Substituting these results to the equation in Lemma 3.6, we have the assertion. Note that the first equation in Lemma 3.4 implies that cos Θ 2 = (−1) κ cos Θ 4 and this equality is used in the the calculation. Proof. By Lemma 3.2, u 0 , v 0 ∈ C \ {0}. Since k 1 = 2|µ| cos Θ 1 cos Θ 2 = 0 and φ(z 0 ) = 0 by assumption, we have det H(z 0 ) = 0 by Proposition 3.9, i.e., rank H(z 0 ) = 3. Thus z 0 is a fold by Lemma 2.10. 
, where
Lemma 3.11. Let z 0 be a singular point of P satisfying
Proof. Using θ
A − 2k 2 B + C, and its value at z 0 had been calculated in the proof of Proposition 3.9.
By the change of coordinates,R r ′′
. Then the value at z 0 is calculated, using Lemma 3.6, aŝ
.
By substituting the values in Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.8 and using the first equation in Lemma 3.2 and φ(z 0 ) = 0, we can verify that the numerator is −
Then the value at z 0 is calculated, using Lemma 3.6, aŝ where the functions and derivatives are taken on the subset S 1 (P ) ∩ U of S 1 (P ).
Proposition 3.12. Let z 0 be a singular point of P satisfying k 1 = 0, φ(z 0 ) = 0 and
where ψ(z 0 ) is a polynomial with variables sin Θ i and cos Θ i , i = 1, 2, 3, which is not constant zero and does not depend on the value |µ|.
Proof. It is easy to verify that the value of k 2 (k 2 A − B) − (k 2 2 A − 2k 2 B + C) at z 0 is 0. Since this appears as a factor of the numerators of
and
Because of this property, the change of coordinates from (r 1 , θ 1 , r 2 , θ 2 ) to (r
We can verify that
and if furthermore φ(z 0 ) = 0 then ℓ 2 = − q−1 p−1 . By checking the change of coordinates, we see that ∂ ∂θ
It implies from Lemma 3.2 that r 1 is a constant on S 1 (P ) ∩ U and
Hence we have ∂ ∂θ
Now we calculate the equation in the assertion. We can replaceR in the equation by R since
We can easily check that
Thus we have ∂ ∂θ
We calculate the right-hand side and then take the value at z 0 = (u 0 , v 0 ). In particular, by this substitution, we have c(arg u 0 ; arg µ) = cos Θ 1 cos Θ 2 . After these calculation and substitution, we eliminate |µ| by using φ(z 0 ) = 0. In this process, sin 2 Θ 1 appears in the denominator. Since k Proof. We first prove that φ(z 0 ) = 0 and ψ(z 0 ) = 0 have no common solution for a generic choice of µ. We will use Chebyshev polynomials to represent these two functions. For n ∈ N, let T n (t) and U n (t) be the Chebyshev polynomials defined by cos(nθ) = T n (cos θ) and sin((n + 1)θ) = U n (cos θ) sin θ.
By the definitions of Θ i 's and Lemma 3.4,
Since |u 0 | and |v 0 | are non-zero constant along the singular set S(P ), by setting θ = arg u 0 2(q−1)
we parametrize S(P ) by θ. Substituting this to the above Θ 1 and Θ 3 we have
We set n 1 , n 3 ∈ Z and m κ ∈ R such that Θ 1 = n 1 θ and Θ 3 = n 3 θ + m κ , where m κ depends on arg µ. Set t = cos θ. Then φ(z 0 ) is written as
Similarly, ψ(z 0 ) is written as ψ(z 0 ) = sin θ P 1 (t; arg µ) + P 2 (t; arg µ),
where P i are some polynomials on t whose coefficients depend on arg µ. Remark that φ(z 0 ) and ψ(z 0 ) are not constant zero. From the equations φ(z 0 ) = 0 of θ, we obtain that
and from ψ(z 0 ) = 0 we get Ψ(t; arg µ) = 0, where Φ i are non-zero polynomials not depending on µ and Ψ is a non-zero polynomial on t whose coefficients depend on arg µ.
If φ(z 0 ) = 0 and ψ(z 0 ) = 0 have a common solution then Φ(t; µ) = 0 and Ψ(t; arg µ) = 0 also. Assume that the four polynomials Φ i (t) have common factors which provide solutions of Φ(t; µ) = 0. These solutions do not depend µ since Φ i (t) do not depend. However, since sin Θ 1 = 0, any solution of φ(z 0 ) = 0 depends on |µ|. This means that the above solutions do not satisfy φ(z 0 ) = 0.
Dividing Φ(t; µ) = 0 by these factors, we may assume that Φ i (t) do not have a common factor. Let S(|µ|, arg µ) be the resultant of Φ(t; µ) and Ψ(t; arg µ) with respect to t. We will show that S(|µ|, arg µ) ≡ 0. Assume S(|µ|, arg µ) ≡ 0, that means the polynomials Φ(t; µ) and Ψ(t; arg µ) have common factor for any (|µ|, arg µ). Choose arg µ such that cos 2 m κ Φ 3 + Φ 4 is not dividable by any non-constant common factor of Φ 1 , Φ 2 . Since Φ(t; µ) is dividable by some non-constant factor of Ψ(t; arg µ) for all |µ|, there are infinitely many |µ| such that Φ(t; µ) share same factor ∆(t). This implies that ∆(t) is a common factor of Φ 1 , Φ 2 and hence of cos 2 m κ Φ 3 + Φ 4 . This is a contradiction. Thus φ(z 0 ) = 0 and ψ(z 0 ) = 0 have no common solution for generic µ.
Let z 0 be a singular point of P with
Let µ be a generic value in C chosen in the above paragraph. Furthermore, we may assume that sin Θ 1 = 0 and sin Θ 3 = 0 have no common solution. By direct calculation we havê
As we mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.12, k 2 ℓ 2 − k 4 = 0. The termR r 1 θ2 also vanishes. Note that
By substituting the results in Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.8, we havê
Recall that k 4 = −2|v 0 | sin Θ 3 cos Θ 4 . If sin Θ 3 = 0 then φ(z 0 ) = 0 implies sin Θ 1 = 0. This cannot happen because we had chosen µ such that they have no common solution. Thuŝ R r ′′ Proof. Since k 1 = 2|µ| cos Θ 1 cos Θ 2 , either cos Θ 1 or cos Θ 2 is zero.
First we assume that cos Θ 2 = 0. In this case, k 2 = 0 because cos Θ 1 = 0 and sin
vanishes at z 0 . The constant s is calculated as
This coincides with the s in the case k 1 = 0 obtained in Lemma 3.7. Therefore,R above is exactly same as in the case k 1 = 0. Since k 1 = 0, by straightforward calculation, we havê
We can check thatR 
By straightforward calculation we havê
We also havê
and φ(z 0 ) is the equation in Proposition 3.9. Then the determinant of the Hessian H is calculated as Hence any singular point is a fold for generic µ by Lemma 2.10. Next we assume that cos Θ 2 = 0. By Lemma 3.4, we also have cos Θ 4 = 0. Therefore the gradient (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 ) of the real part Q at the singular point z 0 of P vanishes. In this case, we consider the gradient of the imaginary part R at z 0 ;
Each element is given aŝ
Since cos Θ 2 = 0, we set Θ 2 = ℓπ + π 2 with ℓ ∈ Z. Substituting this to the defining equation of Θ 1 , we obtain (3.1)
Therefore, by choosing arg µ generic, we may assume that cos Θ 1 = 0. The strategy of the calculation below is exactly same as what we did in Section 3.1. First we apply the change of coordinates
This means that we do not need to apply the change of coordinates of the target space R 2 which we did by settingR = R − sQ between Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6. Then the HessianĤ of Q with variables (θ
and its determinant is
By direct calculation, we obtain detĤ(z 0 ) = 1 . Substituting them to the defining equations of Θ i 's, we obtain equation (3.1) and
The number of the possible values of the first term of φ(z 0 ) is finite, while the second term can vary according to µ. Therefore φ(z 0 ) = 0 has no solution for generic arg µ. Hence any singular point is a fold for generic µ by Lemma 2.10.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 4.1. Case ab = 0. First we study the case ab = 0. As in the previous section, we set P (u, v; µ) = µ(u p +ū) + v q +v with p, q ≥ 2 and µ ∈ C \ {0}. Then, by Lemma 3.2, the set of singular points of f consists of r parallel curves C k , k = 0, · · · , r − 1, on the torus {(u, v) ∈ C 2 | |u| = A, |v| = B}, each of which is parametrized, with parameter e iθ ∈ S 1 , as
Assume that P (u, v; µ) is a generic map and set the map P k : C k → C as
Since P is a generic map, the set of cusps of P on C k corresponds to the zero points of dP k /dθ = 0. The left hand side is calculated as 
From these equations, we have
By substituting this to T (θ; |µ|) = 0 and dT dθ (θ; |µ|) = 0, we obtain |µ| = 1. This means that the number of solutions does not change except at the points with |µ| = 1 and sin c ′ k = 0. Since the complement of these points in the µ-plane is connected, the number of solutions is constant outside these points. If |µ| is sufficiently small then the number of solutions is equal to the solution of sin(nθ) = 0. Since n = (p+1)(q−1) 2r
, the number of solutions is
Proof of Theorem 1.2 in case ab = 0. Suppose that ab = 0. We use the notation in Section 3.
We first proof the assertion in the case p > q. If |µ| is sufficiently small then the number of cusps of the generic map P on C k is equal to the solution of sin(mθ) = 0, which is . Since the singular set of P has r components, the assertion follows. Next we consider the case p = q. In this case, we have m = n and C = 1. Lemma 4.2 proves the assertion unless |µ| = 1 and sin c for any k = 0, 1, · · · , r − 1. Since the set of singular points of P has r components, the total number of cusps of P is p 2 − 1. This completes the proof.
4.2.
Case ab = 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 in case ab = 0. Suppose that either a or b is zero. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a = 0 and b = 0. In this case, by Lemma 3.2, the singular set of f is parametrized as (u, v) = (Ae iθ , 0). By changing the coefficients of f as before, we obtain the form P = µ(u p +ū) + v q . The real and imaginary part f and g of P is
given as f = |µ||u| p cos(p arg u + arg µ) + |µ||u| cos(− arg u + arg µ) + Re(v q ), g = |µ||u| p sin(p arg u + arg µ) + |µ||u| sin(− arg u + arg µ) + Im(v q ).
Following the calculation in Section 3 in this setting, we obtain k 1 = 2|µ| cos Θ 1 cos Θ 2 , k 2 = −2|µ||u 0 | sin Θ 1 cos Θ 2 , k 3 = q Re(v q−1 ), k 4 = q Im(v q−1 ).
The strategy is same as in Section 3.1, though we use the coordinates (r 1 , θ 1 , x 2 , y 2 ) instead of (r 1 , θ 1 , r 2 , θ 2 ), where v = x 2 + iy 2 . We then apply the change of coordinates as in Section 3.1 into (r 2 ) has rank 3. Since any singularity z 0 of P satisfies det H(z 0 ) = 0, any singularity is a cusp, which is a contradiction. Hence P is also not a generic map.
Suppose that q = 2. Since gcd(p − 1, q − 1) = 1, the singular set of Q is connected and parametrized as (Ae iθ , 0) with e iθ ∈ S Therefore if P is a generic map then it has p + 1 cusps. Thus the assertion follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
Proof of Theorem 1.4. As in the previous sections, we set P (u, v; µ) = µ(u 2 +ū) + v 2 +v. By Lemma 3.3 with p = q = 2, we see that S(P ) consists of one circle C 0 . This circle is parametrized as in equation (4.1) with p = q = 2, r = 1 and k = 0. Then the map P 0 = P |C 0 is given as = 0, we can confirm that the cusps appear at θ = 0, 2 3 π and 4 3 π. Hence the number of cusps is 3.
Examples and Remarks
In this section, we give two examples of deformations and one conjecture.
Example 6.1. We consider the map P (u, v; µ) = µ(u 3 +ū)+v 2 +v, which is a deformation of u 3 + v 2 . If µ is generic then P (u, v; µ) is a generic map as shown in Theorem 1.1. Figure 2 is the set of critical values of P (u, v; µ) with arg µ = 0. The left figure is in the case |µ| < . By Theorem 1.2, if it is a generic map then the number of cusps is between 4 and 6. The singularity appearing at |µ| = Example 6.2. We consider the map P (u, v; µ) = µ(u 4 +ū)+v 2 +v, which is a deformation of u 4 + v 2 . Figure 3 is the set of critical values of P (u, v; µ) with arg µ = 0. The left figure is in the case |µ| < c and the right one is when |µ| > c, where c = 2.615... By Theorem 1.2, if it is a generic map then the number of cusps is between 5 and 9. The singularities appearing at |µ| = c look like "swallowtails". We close the paper with a conjecture. 
